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Beginning July 16, 2010, the Society held its 12th conference of Coptic Studies. This two-day event, held on the campus of the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA), continued our tradition of partnership with the UCLA's Near Eastern Languages and Cultures Department (NELC) since 1999. The conference returned to the regular theme of general Coptic Studies. There were 18 presentations delivered by and for scholars, students, and members of the Society from the US and Australia. The majority of the participants were members of academia. Six of them were presenting for the first time at our conference. They represented 9 different institutions of learning. They had one common denominator, the love for Coptology. This was the 14th annual Society-sponsored scholarly event in this field in Los Angeles since 1997. It helped to further the Society's efforts to promote scholarly research among the Coptic Community in this field as well as to attract wider participation by universities throughout Southern California. A full report about the Conference will be included in one of the upcoming issues of the St. Shenouda Coptic Quarterly (SSCQ).

COOPERATION WITH SAINT MARK FOUNDATION (SMF)

The SMF sponsoring of the Coptic Congress in Cairo in 2008 has energized Coptic Studies in Egypt as we saw from news of scholarly activities in the field being sponsored by the Coptic Church as well as by the Egyptian government. Our Society, through its designated representative, will be assisting in the electronic resources acquisitions as well as the books collection for the new St. Mark Coptic Cultural Center's Library. The number of pages included in these electronic resources is about 800,000 at present.

Dr. Gawdat Gabra and Hany N. Takla completed the new volume of Christianity and Monasticism in Upper Egypt, v. 2 Nag Hammadi-Esna. It appeared this month in the series that AUC Press is publishing in cooperation with SMF. It contained the proceedings of the last Symposium that SMF convened in Nagada in 2008. Work will start shortly on volume 3, containing the proceedings of the Aswan symposium of 2010.

COMPUTERS AND COPTIC

a. COEPA: The Society is continuing its cooperation with COEPA to promote and distribute their excellent products in the Western US, which
is related to our work. This includes the 4-CD set, *The Holy Bible – MP3 Audio*, and their 2-CD set of the Coptic Orthodox electronic Reference Library. (http://www.coepa.org)

**b Coptic Digital Library (CDL):** The Society continued its strides in expanding its digital library of Coptology. This included items from the Society's offprint collection, catalogs of Coptic and Christian Arabic manuscripts, and rare and essential volumes in the field. The CDL in addition to its vast scanned resources includes a complete digitized collection of the 120 manuscripts in the Society's possession. Several of these CDL titles will appear in our upcoming Coptic Heritage website (CH). This work also can be made available to scholars and students involved in Coptology and related fields for nominal fees. They will be made available within the CH website. Inquiries and requests for other titles not appearing in CH can be mailed or emailed to the Society.

c. **Global Access (Internet):** During the year we maintained and expanded our solid presence on the Internet, which began in late 1995. Our current website address is still http://www.stshenouda.com. We also continued to update our other sites for our manuscript collection, http://www.copticmanuscripts.org, and for our educational endeavor, http://www.sseics.org. The latter site houses the material for the classes we are conducting. In addition we continued our presence in the popular internet site, Facebook, to showcase and announce our activities as well as to establish a communication link with those interested in learning and studying the Coptic Heritage.

d. **Coptic Heritage Site (CH):** As previously announced we have launched our new subscription site, CH, this past year. Subscribers can now have access to all the Society previous and current publications: *St. Shenouda Coptic Newsletter*, *Bulletin of the St. Shenouda Coptic Society*, *St. Shenouda Coptic Quarterly*, and *Coptica*. Other resources available include a lectionary, Bohairic-English, of the Days Commemorations in the Coptic Church; contents of the Coptic New Testament CD in Bohairic, Sahidic, Lycopolitan, Mesokemic, Greek, and English; and the first 24 items in our manuscript collection. More items will be added from the vast resources of our CDL collection. More details and subscription information is currently available at the following address: http://demo.stshenouda.info/tc.htm.

THE COPTIC LIBRARY

During the past year the Coptic library, including books and periodicals, grew to about 3,900 volumes of material in the different branches of
Coptic Studies. We expanded the library in many of its 21 different sections. We are continuing the expansion and the development of the library to contain all the necessary references required by those who want to learn and/or to research the Coptic Heritage. The notable additions were as follows:


l. **Coptic Manuscript Collection:** Ms. 89: Directory of the Synaxarium, 8f. (Ar, undated); Ms. 90: Prayer of the Virgin Dissolver of Iron, 97f. (bound Amulet, Ar, undated); Ms. 91: Lenten Prophesies Lectionary, 321f. (B, undated) [Codex Justus]; Ms. 92: Sermons for Holy Week and Feasts, 59f (Ar, undated); Ms. 93: Office of Funerals, 8f (Ar, undated); Ms. 94: Sermons on Nativity and Epiphany, 3f. (Ar, undated); Ms. 95: Annual Lectionary Hatur, 2f. (Ar, undated); Ms. 96: Annual Lectionary, 15f. (Ar, undated);
Ms. 97: Annual Lectionary, 2f. (Ar, undated); Ms. 98: Annual Lectionary, 16f. (Ar, undated); Ms. 99: Unidentified text, 1f. (Ar, undated; Ms. 100: Kiahk Psalmodia, 15f. (B-Ar, undated); Ms. 101: Kiahk Psalmodia, 33f. (B-Ar, undated); Ms. 102: Discolia and other Canonical writings, 306f. (Ar, AM 1514/AD 1798); Ms. 103: Explanation of St. Basil Liturgy & misc texts, 121f. (Ar, 18-19th Century); Ms. 104: Monastic treatises, 122f (Ar, undated); Ms. 105: Psalms, inc. 110f. (Ar. undated); Ms. 106: Prayers, 34f. (Ar, undated); Ms. 107: Liturgy, 6f. (B & Ar, undated); Ms. 108: Coptic Offices, 168f. (B & Ar, undated); Ms. 109: Four Gospels, 210f. (Ar, undated); Ms. 110: Horologion, 90f. (Ar, undated); Ms. 111: Prayers for Saints and Angels (magic?), 115f (Ar, undated); Ms. 112: Turuhat Kiahk-Amshir, 104 (B-Ar, undated); Ms. 113: Horologion, 155f. (Ar, undated); Ms. 114: Treatise?, 61f. (Ar, undated); Ms. 115: Prayers, 45f (Ar, undated); Ms. 116: Misc Literary works, 144f., (Ar, undated); Ms. 117: Hymns, 121f. (B, undated); Ms. 118: Blessing of the Book of Apocalypse, 1f (B, undated); Ms. 119: Psalms and Odes, 250f. (Ar, AM 1626/AD 1910); Ms. 120: Liturgy of St. Basil with Vespers and Matins, 180f, (B-Ar, AM 1589/AD 1873).

ACADEMIC EFFORTS AT CGU:

The Society has successfully completed its fundraising goal of $26,000 to fund the 2nd year of the 2nd 2-year Clinical Professorship in Coptic Studies for the 2009-2010 calendar years. The reduction in funding was achieved through the investment return of a sizable contribution made toward establishing a permanent chair of Coptology at CGU. Unfortunately this investment return is not enough to continue this reduction for the coming years due to the current economic conditions. Dr. Gawdat Gabra, the designated visiting professor of Coptic Studies, has continued teaching multiple classes, advising graduate students, and being the scholar guide to a group of students and faculty from CGU and other institutions at the Claremont Schools on their annual tour of Coptic Egypt in January 2010. Most notably among the 20 faculty and students on this tour was Prof. Anselm Min, the new Dean of the CGU’s School of Religion. This 3rd annual trip reinforced the association of Coptic Studies with CGU throughout Egypt thanks to the exposure that this guided tour achieved.

During this short time period multiple students have either completed their MA theses or are continuing their PhD dissertations in Coptology or
in a related field. In addition to the multiple students that are using Coptic Studies within their chosen graduate work, there were three students that have either completed their master theses (MA) in the field or already engaged in preparing their doctoral dissertation With Dr. Gabra. Ms. Sarah Mehany is now enrolled in the PhD program with Ms. Prinny Stephens under Dr. Gabra's direction. Ms. Stephens presented the findings of her MA at this year's 12th St. Shenouda Conference at UCLA. Ms. Patricia Eshagh, the first recipient of the Fr. Antonious Henein Scholarship Fund is continuing her doctoral dissertation about the dispersion of Coptic Monasticism in Western Europe. She presented her findings this year at the same conference. More students are joining the program in this upcoming year. This is continuing the impressive results for this program, now in its 4th year. It is a testimony to the cooperation between CGU and the Society as well as the able teaching of Dr. Gabra.

There were also two public lectures sponsored during this reporting period. The first was by H.G. Bishop Youssef of the Southern States Diocese, titled: "Living Between Two Worlds: Egyptian Christians in America" on December 1, 2009. The second was by Prof. Sergei Plekhanov of York University in Canada, titled: "Christians and the State: Comparing Russian and Egyptian Experiences" on February 17, 2010. Both lectures were well attended and very positively received.

In addition the School of Religion's Council for Coptic Studies participated in CGU's 3rd annual conference on Religion in Conversation with two papers dealing with the conference theme of Food and Faith: Comparative Religions Dietary Codes. Dr. Elhamy Khalil and Mr. John Isaac gave presentations on the Coptic perspective of food among the Copts as a practice as well as an education tool in the Church.

This Coptic Council has been meeting at the St. Shenouda Center as well as at the University throughout the year. Dr. Saad Michael Saad is the Council's chair as well as currently serving as the chair of the School's Board of Visitors, whose members also include Mr. Ramses Wassif, the Society's Vice President.

THE SOCIETY MANUSCRIPT EXHIBITS

The Society held a one-day exhibit of the expanding Society's Manuscript collection on December 26, 2009. Twenty-seven manuscripts, which were acquired during the 2009 calendar year, were displayed. Another special exhibit was held on July 16, 2010 for the participants at the 12th St. Shenouda Conference. This one displayed several new manuscripts that were not previously displayed before.
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES AT THE CENTER:

a. SSEICS: We completed two classes in Bohairic Coptic within the curriculum of the St. Shenouda Electronic Institute of Coptic Studies (SSEICS). The two classes in Bohairic Coptic were for introductory and intermediate levels. A total of 7 students enrolled in these classes. Even though the students were physically attending these classes, the preliminary steps to allow external students to participate were being implemented. This included making lecture notes and recordings available on a our secure SSEICS site as well as student assignments and their graded work.

b. Classes (non-SSEICS): The two advanced Coptic Seminars continued their work on the Sahidic Gospel of John and the Bohairic Genesis. A session of Introductory Bohairic Grammar was also completed with 5 students.

c. Visits: The Society conducted multiple individual and group private exhibits of its collections during the year. The list included distinguished Copts from Egypt and Australia as well as the United States.

PUBLICATIONS

a. St. Shenouda Coptic Quarterly (SSCQ): The second double issue of volume 4 of this quarterly journal was published and mailed to our members. Mr. Joseph Sanzo will serve as an associate editor of this publication beginning with volume 5, in addition to his new position as research assistant at the St. Shenouda Center for Coptic Studies. Mr. Nabil I. Guirguis of the Society is to be commended for his tireless efforts in coordinating our publication mailing throughout the year.

b. Coptica: Volume 8 was published and distributed to members and subscribers. It included multiple papers from previous Society Conferences as well as by scholars in the field. The Coptica editor is Dr. Maged S. A. Mikhail. He is currently an Assistant Professor in the History Department of the California State University, Fullerton.